
RECIPE:

PREP TIME:

DIFFICULTY:

INGREDIENTS:

METHOD:

Cheesy Quesadillas

10 minutes

Low

2 Whole Wheat Tortillas
Tasty Tip: Be careful when selecting tortillas or pita bread. Opt for the options that
do NOT state "partially hydrogenated" in the ingredients, as these are hidden trans
fats. 

1 TB Grated Cheddar Cheese
Tasty Tip: To save money, look for the price per ounce label to the lower left of each
price tag. 

¼ cup Canned Black Beans, Low Sodium 
¼ cup Frozen Spinach

Tasty Tip: 1/4 a cup of cooked/frozen spinach is equivalent to 2 cups of raw spinach,
which also meets dietary recommendation for daily vegetable intake!

1 tsp Low Sodium Taco Seasoning
1 TB Olive Oil

Materials needed: Frying pan, spatula, cutting board, can opener, pizza slicer
(or large knife), small mixing bowl. Wash the top of the can of black beans. 
After washing, open the can of black beans and drain out excess liquid into
sink. Poor 1/4 of a cup into small bowl and stir in the 1 tsp of of taco
seasoning. Set the 1/4 cup beans aside for later and place the rest of the
unused can back in the fridge for later use (Dinner Recipe).
Microwave the 1/4 cup frozen spinach until warm. Set aside for later. 
Place the frying pan on the stove and set the temperature to medium-high. 
Place an even and thin layer of olive oil to coat the bottom of the pan. When
the oil begins to separate, place one of the tortilla sides on the pan to let
brown. 
While tortilla is browning, fill the middle of the tortilla with 1/4 cup of
seasoned black beans and 1/4 cup of spinach. Sprinkle with 1 TB of cheese. 
Once the tortilla is dressed to one's desire, close tortilla with other the other
tortilla. Carefully take the spatula and flip over the two sandwhiched
tortillas to evenly brown the remaining side. When tortilla is to desired level
of crispiness, place on cutting board. TURN OFF STOVE.
Cut tortilla into fourths. 
Serve and enjoy!
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Day 3 Lunch


